
The Northlight range
The Northlight range has been engineered specifically for 
the exceptional demands of digital film mastering, providing 
image quality surpassing that of traditional pin-registered film 
scanners used in special effects post production. FilmLight 
has developed Northlight specifically to create the highest 
quality film digitising system in the world. 

Northlight has been designed for the digital mastering of 
entire feature films, both 16/35mm and 65mm, for current 
release and back catalogue preservation. 

The elegant and simple design creates ultra-quiet, high-
resolution, stable scans with superb colour fidelity and 
repeatability. It also captures all spatial and dynamic 
information in one smooth pass.

Northlight 2
Our new generation scanner has the same no-compromise 
design as the original Northlight, and provides four times 
faster scanning speed while maintaining the Northlight quality 
standard. 

Northlight 2 performance is ideally suited for long-form 
scanning in all film formats at the highest quality for visual 
effects, Digital Intermediate, restoration and long-form 
television production. 

Existing Northlight scanners can also be upgraded to 
Northlight 2 so that all of our Northlight customers can take 
advantage of these improvements.

High quality, pin-registered, digital film mastering

Northlight has been adopted across the industry and is in use today at all 
premier studios across the globe. After four years in the marketplace, the 
Northlight scanner is still the benchmark for quality.
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Northlight 2

Gentle, safe film handling
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Versatility leads to high utilisation
A scanner should be up to any job that comes along, so we 
build the Northlight with capability for 16 and Super16mm, 
all 35mm formats, 3 perf or 4 perf and VistaVision. Format 
changes take just a few minutes. Any output format and 
aspect ratio or crop can be defined up to a maximum of 6K 
resolution. 

Optional 16mm and 35mm keycode readers capture 
information at any transport speed and are immune to 
transport stops. Automatic scanning from a keycode list is 
supported – Northlight embeds the keycode in the image 
header to assist downstream.

Infrared dust busting
Film dyes are invisible to infrared, which sees only dirt and 
dust. The IR scan capability on both the Northlight and the 
Northlight 2 enables automatic downstream dust busting 
processes using 3rd party software products.

The IR error map is encoded as a secondary element into 
the DPX file to aid automatic dust busting packages, and is 
accessible from the UI.

Archive and restoration
New archive and restoration tools place Northlight firmly 
in the emerging high-end film restoration market; these 
include pinless gate registration with downstream calibration 
for images and separations, extended gate scanning, and 
variable loop length.

Keycode reader
The custom designed Northlight keycode readers for 16mm 
and 35mm are capable of capturing perf accurate keycodes 
whether the film is shuttling at full speed or scanning frame by 
frame. It is fully integrated into the scanning process, allowing 
keycode search, frame accurate keycode-based operation 
and simultaneous embedding of keycodes and timecode 
into .DPX files.

It’s a workhorse and a precision instrument
Northlight is a powerful microscope that can perform 
countless millions of repeat operations around the clock. Film 
handling is gentle and safe. 

We’ve designed the machine for a very long service life. You’ll 
find this in every detail including the marble surface, a non-
static, rock-solid optical bench that also acts as a thermal 
stabiliser, and which gives each machine a unique character. 
Northlight is also built so that it can be upgraded in the field 
when new developments are released.

Dual guage 16mm option
Film scanning becomes a viable alternative to telecine 
transfer with the Dual Gauge 16mm option for Northlight, 
providing superb pin registered stability and up to 3K 
resolution. Scanning at the highest quality captures the full 
detail available on the latest 16mm stocks, enabling both the 
best fidelity in terms of HD transfers and digital 35mm blow-
up for theatrical release. With a format changeover and setup 
of a few minutes, the Northlight allows a single machine to 
cater for all common stocks.

EDL-based scanning
The Northlight can import CMX C-mode or FilmLight 
EDLs, both with optional handles. EDL functionality is 
fully compatible with the Baselight system and allows 
insertion of scan control commands like format change, 
base offset setting and scan orientation. An integrated film 
stock database allows automated scanning of select rolls 
containing a variety of film stocks.

Like all other Northlight control features, EDL operation can 
be driven either from the command line, using scripts, or 
from the graphical user interface. Single events, groups or 
entire lists can be processed as required.

Northlight 16mm platter

Northlight's EDL scanning interface
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Features
Northlight 2

Northlight 2 incorporates all of the features and options of 
Northlight as well as the following:

  Speed enhancements provide a scan time at 4K resolution 
of 0.75 seconds per frame

  New reflective lens design to match 8k line array with as 
near perfect linearity as can be achieved

  8K CCD line arrays, mathematically reduced to 4K 
resolution in the head electronics, provide true alias-free 
4K resolution and achieve the required linear 12-bit 
resolution without dither or noise

Northlight

  New infrared channel option assists with automated dust-
busting; standard on Northlight 2 and available as a field 
upgrade on existing Northlight scanners

  Ultra low noise linear motor scan action 

  Revolutionary pin registered projector design with fast 
spooling 

  Easy to load, safe transport with push button re-racking 

  Unique projector action allowing all current film formats 
– 16mm, Super16mm, 2/3/4/8 perf 35mm

  8 perf VistaVision and 3 perf option

  Stable 700W metal halide diffuse illumination system

  3Kx1.5K, 2Kx1K at 16mm/S16mm

  6Kx4.5K, 4Kx3K, 3Kx2K, 2Kx1.5K at 4 perf/35mm

  4K 35mm 4.7 sec per frame, 2K 35mm 2.6 sec per frame, 
2K S16mm 2.1 sec per frame

  Academy/scope/full-gate/user-defined crops as required 

  Full resolution oversampling at all output resolutions 

  Full pin registration with pin blocks for negative and 
interpositive

  Fully indexed for scanning frame accurate to EDLs 

  2000’ capacity for 35mm and 16mm 

  Automatic generation of high quality proxy images 

  Outputs 10-bit or 16-bit log DPX/Cineon files to standard 
file system

  Designed to allow unattended roll end-to-end operation 

  Optional 16mm and 35mm keycode readers

Northlight's revolutionary design

Keycode reader


